
10 GOOD REASONS 
TO GO TO NORWAY



1. ACCESS AND LOCATION



Norway is off the beaten track. However, is easily accessible 
with more than 240 direct flights from Europe.



From Germany, the spectacular fjords are only 2 hours away.



From the UK, the ultimate arctic experience including the 
midnight sun or the northern lights are only 3,5 hours away.



And France is less than 4 hours away from a Husky or reindeer ride.



Norway is a large country, where many international 
and domestic meetings take place.



The infrastructure within the country is very good, with 
many daily flights and quick, modern trains.



2. SAFETY



Norway has a low crime rate! Even in the big cities 
you can walk safely all over.



The rural areas in Norway are exceedingly safe, to 
the point where a traveller can enjoy peace of mind.



3. GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY



The Norwegian economy is stable, and you get good value for money.



The accommodation and conference packages are competitive 
compared to other European cities. There are no hidden costs as 
accommodation usually include a big breakfast, internet and taxes.



4. NATURE



Norway has an astonishing exotic and different nature. The four 
seasons are filled with contrasts; warm summers and cold winters.



Even in the cities you find yourself close to nature.



The climate is part of the adventure, and the nature will make an 
impact on you. Your event will be a memorable one!



The nature is part of the Norwegian culture and Norwegians have 
always taken an active part in it; enjoying the fresh air and clean water. 



5. QUALITY



Norway can host conferences up to 8.000 delegates in 
the largest conference centre. Key words are high 
quality conference venues and accommodation.



Brunstad Conference Centre has state of the art facilities, 
and can host up to 6.000 delegates, with Scandinavian 
cabins, restaurants, shops, beach and 17 translator boxes.



The coastal steamer, Hurtigruten, offer voyages that go beyond the 
traditional cruise and conferences. There are close encounters with 
environments, wildlife and people along shorelines near and far.



Or use traditional Fishing huts for your conference. A perfect 
place to recharge batteries as well as increasing knowledge. 



6. KNOW HOW



Norwegians are professional all the way, with 
enthusiasm and passion for their products. 



You find friendly and experienced people, whether you 
are talking big events or outdoor group adventure.



7. FOOD



Norway is strong on local produced and short travelled food. The
ingredients are handpicked from every region of the country. 



Local gourmet specialty depends on climate, distance to water or
mountain. All specialties are made of what the nature has to offer.



What adds to these culinary experiences are the special surroundings.



8. AUTHENTICITY



We want our visitors to connect with the local people. These 
Norwegians live their lives with focus on tradition, culture and
nature and they want you to take part of it! 



Walk through history and the establishment of Norway,



with magnificent churches and villages dating centuries back.



9. DIVERSITY



In Norway you are always close to everything: 
The cities, the mountains and the sea. 



You can combine midnight sun golf in the north,



with a whale watching safari or a fjord experience in the west.



Live in a state of the art venue in the capital; Oslo,



or transport groups into the southernmost ice 
hotel in Europe in Lillehammer.



10. RELAXATION



Norway has a relaxed atmosphere, even in the big cities. 



Leave the stress at home and come to Norway..



Enjoy the silence, and get powered by nature.
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